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At Leipzig died, at the age of seventy, Robert Schaab 
organist of the Johanniskirche of that town. 

Wilhelm Osternvald, the poet whose lyrics have, in many 
instances, been associated with the music of the greatest of 
living German song writers, Robert Frans, died at Muhl- 
hausen (Thuringia) on March 27, at the age of sixty-seven 

Madame Offenbach, the widow of the celebrated com 
poser of opera bou.ffe, died last month, at Paris, where 
since the death of her husband, she had spent her days in 

3o4 

complete retirement. 
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and is published by the late firm of Duncan Davison arrd 
Co. under the title " Chopin's posthumous Mazurka 
revised and edited by Sir Julius Benedict." In the Musicai 
Supplement of July, I882 number, of the Monthly Mxsical 
Record, published by Messrs. Augener and Co., I find the 
same Mazurka given as by Charles Mayer,< with the title- 
" Souvenir de Pologne," and the key F sharp major. 

From internal evidence, I am inclined to consider the 
latter as the true author; but, on the other hand, my con- 
fidence is somewhat shaken by the prominent support of 
the late Sir Julius Benedict's name to the Chopin author- 
ship. Is it possible that Benedict was misled ? 

I remain, yours truly, 
C. G. PADEL. 

Park Cottage, Park Street, The Mount, York. 
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Lloyd's Week -Iy News - pa - per! pa - per! 

W$Ae rw 1 1--t - - 
Sun - day pa- per! 

The LIoyd's paper cry always opened the Sunday- solo 
performance; but as the boy's impatience increased, or the 
fear of a rival came upon-him, he srould intersperse the 
first cry with the short one in B major, repeated accelerato 
agitczto-to the excruciation of all sensitive nerves. The 
next cry is remarkable chiefly for its monotony, and the 
terrible emphasis with which the vendor of these pots and 
pans marked the time by thumping his barrow witll the 
crocks- 

staccato. 

@-(; J X J 1S | J t I s t] 
Pans pots pans pots pans pots pans pots pans t 

It was a pleasant relief to lose this in a dourn-street dimi7tu- 
ewtdo, and be beguiled into dreams of the country orith the 
following plaintive and sweet cadence- 
&# ^@ FINE. 

Pen-nNr a bunch sveet wall-flow'rs. Fresh sweet 
g # D C. 

wall-flow'rs, Pen-ny -- 
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TO THE EDITOR OF " THE MUSICAL TIMES." 

SIR,-I should be glad if any of your readers could throw 
some light on the curious double authorship of a Mazurka 
which fell into my hands only this week. We are in the 
present day often expected to believe that " there is nothing 
impossible under the sun," but I find it too hard to swallow 
that two composers like Chopin and Charles Mayer should 
have separately and individually written each a Mazurka 
having only a difference of key to distinguish one from the 
other, but being otherwise note for note alike. 

The Mazurka in question begins thus- 

Modeooato besl narcato. )= ^ ^_ 
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But the most perfectly musical cry of this species I ever 
heard was at Llanfairfechan, North Wales, on a hot hazy 
autumn afternoon breathlessly calm. No sound broke 
the stillness of the long row of houses-the very waves to 
the rear were hushed; when suddenly, as it were out of a 
boundless distance, there came a sweet cadence-swelling 
and falling, gradually coming nearer and nearer, till it 
resolved itself into this- 

Lalgo. \ 
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Ho - ney in the comb. 

It was the very expression of the dreamy, fragrant, baImz7 
warmth of the hour. 

One word as to bird-songs. I fail to see how the higher 
notes of any of our songsters can be written at all they 
are so utterly beyond the reach of true tones. I can 
whistle up to the higher C sharp myself, but many birds- 
seem to have that note as a middle tone. The yellosv- 
hammergenerally sings- 

8 v a . . 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 
" ON MELODY IN SPEECH." 

TO THE EDITOR QF 'C THE MUSICAL TIMES.7) 
SIR,-At the close of your notice of Mr. Weber's paper 

4' On Melody in Speech," you suggest that experiments be 
made so as to lead to a confirmation, or the reverse, of his 
statement, upon the precision of ' the intervals observed in 
our speech, or in the sounds of nature." Happening to 
turn up an old note-book in which, when in Chelsea, I used 
to write melodies heard in the streets and elsewhere, I 
came upon the follonving, which are entirely at your 
service. I may state, at the outset, that in no case but the 
last were the intervals precisely true-the scope of varia- 
tion in the others being not only in pitch, but in tonic 
relation. But the keys subjoined were the nearest to those 
actually employed. 

The F;rst:- 

+ L: X >1 d XS >1 d - tu 
Who'll buy mysweetprimros -es? AI1 in bloom,all in bloom . 

And the Second- 
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7 5 t t: ^ t ? 
which the Devonshire folk say means " Little bit of bread 
and no cheese"-a very happy libretfo, as the quality ofthe 
final note suits the sound of cheese to perfection. Frequently 
however, their final note is not anything like a semitone 
below the recitirlg-note; alzd often, when one bird answers 
another, one will sing the final note just as much above the 
C sharp as the other sings it below. In our present condi- 
tion we have no means for writing these minute shades 
and I doubt much if many persons can distinguish them. 

F. R. C. 

[The concluding paragraphs of our correspondentss 
interesting letter prompt us to observe that the difficulty 
which he notices of writing down the higher notes of bird- 
songs, is applicable to the human whistle as well. We have 
heard persons whistle a high D sharp, which, to the best of 
our belief, entirely transcended the compass ofthe pianoforte. 
The instance of the squeak of a bat, which some ears can- 
not detect at all, will readily occur to our readers.- 
ED. Musical Times.] 

A QUESTION OF AUTHORSHIP. 
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Wa - ter cress- es., . 

svere chanted by young women. She who sang the 
atter had a rich alto, which imparted a fine dreamy effect 
to the above phrase, on her regular morning and evening 
rounds. The primrose-seller was, of course, a rara clvis. 

Of the next two, it is flattering to say that their actual 
tonality at all approached the true intervals; but after much 
listening I " averaged ' the notes of these boys and Jotted 
down their usual twangy newspaper cries as follows:- 

n k *ff_ ! ff ff 
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